THE DOCTOR IS OUT (OF HIS MIND)
What the Butler Saw is a madhouse farce
Monday • February 9, 2009

We firmly advise that you refrain from reading the programme notes of What the Butler Saw
because as far as this madcap play is concerned, the less you know beforehand, the better.
Suffice it to say, Joe Orton’s classic play (re-jigged for local audiences by Zebra Crossing director
Loretta Chen) is a ticking timebomb of absurdist proportions, full of twists and turns.
Set in a psychiatric clinic – where “unusual behaviour is the order of the day”, as one of the
characters remark – the two-act part crime mystery, part sex comedy piece involves a lot of crossdressing, even more undressing, mistaken identities, naughty puns, and the bizarre search for Sir
Stamford Raffles’, erm, missing body part.
The last time I was in stitches watching idiocy unfold was at the movies, after watching the Coen
Brothers’ farce Burn After Reading.
At Saturday’s gala night, it took a greater part of the first act to get the ball rolling. But once it did,
the audience was pummelled by punchlines and gags again and again.
Comedic timing was essential and the cast proved to be more-than-able comedians, in particular
TV vet Vadi PVSS (recently of Calefare) and radio DJ Vernetta Lopez’s acting turns as a delusional
government official and boozing, flirtatious wife, respectively. (Yes, Vernetta, you should do more
theatre).
And whatever reservations some may have of Timothy Nga as a serious actor, he proved to be a
gem of a joker in this one, playing the excellent wildcard of a police sergeant with the most
ridiculous accent we’ve ever heard.
The cast gamely turns up the slapstick-o-meter, but don’t forget to keep your ears open for the

script’s finely wrought Brit wit (for those who care to listen closely to Orton’s verbose lines even
when it’s in danger of being drowned out on a couple of occasions by the physical comedy).
What the Butler Saw is one elaborate telling of a joke. If you’re able to follow the fast-paced,
convoluted thread of its narrative, it’s a laugh-out-loud keeper.

What The Butler Saw runs until Feb 22, 8pm, at Drama Centre Theatre. With 3pm weekend
matinees. Tickets at $34 to $65 from Sistic.Advisory: Mature themes (16 years and above).
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